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Aquatic Technologies
Hand Held Spreader
The quick and easy way to evenly apply granular or
seeded material.
Hand Spreader - Generous 1.5kg hopper with easy to fill container. Scoop front for
easy filling and pouring.
Hand Spreader - Adjustable flow gate with 3 variable setting control switch.
Hand Spreader - Robust poly design. Will not rust.
Hand Spreader - Trigger control to accurately control flow.
Hand Spreader - Broadcast range up to 5m.
Hand Spreader - High RPM gearbox with enclosed smooth anti-skip gears.

Aquatic Hand-Held Spreader
Features and Benefits:

Ideally crafted for the accurate application of Aquatic Dam Stop Leak

•

Dispenses our ‘Dam Stop
Leak’ with ease

Using Hand Held Spreader you can accurately and evenly apply your material over
land or water.

•

Easy scoop & pour front

•

3 variable dispersion rate

•

Trigger control

•

1.5kg hopper

•

Disperses up to 5m

Can be used from the shoreline.

Instructions
1. Fill the hopper.
2. Adjust the rate at which you desire contents to be dispensed by manually flicking
between settings 1-3 on the handle.
3. Begin application by walking at a desired speed, squeezing trigger on handle
with one finger and rotating handle with other hand.
4. Clean unit with a damp cloth after each use.

Other Tips
Do not store product in the hopper when not in use.
Never rinse allowing harmful chemicals to enter storm water or sewers.
Overlap spreading area approximately 30cm if applying in straight lines.
Please be mindful of wind conditions when applying.
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Use the Aquatic Technologies Hand Held Spreader
in conjunction with
> Aquatic Dam Stop Leak

A

DAM STOP LEAK

Used in conjunction with the Hand Held Spreader

Aquatic Dam Stop Leak
Aquatic Dam Stop Leak is a powder/granular blend of
polymers. The product is broadcast out on to the surface
water of the dam and allowed to sink vertically down below
the point where it contacts the surface of the water.
The polymer particles get drawn into leaking areas where
they lodge and create massive blockage constricting the loss
of water.

Coverage:
20kg Aquatic Dam Stop Leak covers
250 square metres of water surface
area.

Use our Hand Held Spreader for dispensing.
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